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INTRODUCTION
The Class and Postgraduate Representative Elections underwent significant
transformations during the 2021-2022 Academic Year. The transition back to inperson activities following the COVID-19 pandemic, the Postgraduate Representation
Remodel in 2020/21, and the appointment of a new Academic Representation CoOrdinator have all had an impact on the way Academic Representation conducts its
democratic processes.
During transformative years such as this one, the need for reflection and transparent
evaluation becomes even more critical. This report serves as an in-depth analysis of
the victories and struggles of the 2021/22 Class Rep and Postgraduate Rep Elections
and offers a road map for ensuring the future success and growth of student-based
representation.
The rest of this introduction provides context for the structural changes within
Academic Representation, and their effects on this year’s elections. A summary of
key statistics will be available in the next section, followed by the more detailed
breakdown of the Class Representative Elections. A detailed review of the 73 new
School Sustainability Representative positions concludes the analysis section of the
report. (Note: these roles were appointed via interviews in each School in previous
years.)
Due to the easing of Scottish Government restrictions, some face-to-face interaction
and promotion became possible again for the first time since March 2020. However,
the continued effects of COVID-19 limited elections engagement to online platforms.
In-person teaching was limited to a maximum of 35 people per room and many major
events (including Freshers Week and other Union Activities) were revised to
accommodate for social distancing and other restrictions. Social media platforms, the
website, and email were all primary tools used to recruit candidates. Although online
engagement is typically lower, we were able to leverage tools like a Nudge Form to
reach large numbers of students during both sets of elections. These online
resources can continue to be leveraged in future years, even when restrictions on inperson engagement have fully eased.
A comprehensive review of Postgraduate Representation took place during the
2020-2021 Academic Year, which resulted in major structural changes to positions
and elections. This year, both Postgraduate Taught (PGT) and Postgraduate Research
(PGR) Elections occurred in October in order to allow both groups of students to run
for the new President and Officer positions. This complete separation of
postgraduate elections from undergraduate elections resulted in much higher
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engagement from PGR students than in previous years, though PGT students did
seem to experience a dip in engagement.
New elections recruitment materials were designed and created for the new PG
Elections, and several of the PG-wide positions had contested races. There is a need
for continued assessment of the revised roles, elections structure, and support
resources for Postgraduates, which will be discussed later in the report.
Finally, the creation of the Academic Representation Co-Ordinator (ARC) position has
drastically reduced the workload for student volunteers in both elections. Although
the ARC was only working part-time during Class Rep Elections (due to visa
requirements), the ARC has been able to take on much of the administration work
(such as portal logistics, creating email templates, and designing/tracking the Nudge
Form). In line with the proposed elections changes (Semester One, 2021), the
involvement of the ARC will provide continuity in administration year over year and
will allow student leadership to prioritise other elements of their roles.
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY
The section below covers the highlighted statistics on turnout, candidate numbers,
and contested positions for both the Class Rep and Postgraduate Rep Elections.
Because the structure of positions has shifted so drastically between 2020/21 and
2021/22, combined statistics provide the most accurate comparisons between
last academic year and this academic year.

OVERALL TURNOUT
2020/21

VOTES AND
CANDIDATES PER
POSITION
The number of votes per position
available also decreased by a small, but
significant margin. On average, about two
fewer students voted on each position
than last academic year.

2021/22
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The overall number of unique voters
dropped by roughly 9% (-302 votes)
between last academic year and this
2021/22. Interestingly, the number of
positions available was higher this
academic year than last (there were 47
more positions in the 2021/22 elections).

CANDIDATES

Votes Per Position

2020/21

2021/22

9.55

7.60

Difference

-1.95

Candidates Per Position

2020/21

1.68

2021/22

1.38

Difference

-0.30

2020/21

This ~20% decrease parallels the slight
drop in the number of candidates per
position, which dropped by roughly 18%.

2021/22
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The total number of candidates who
stood in both elections dropped by 7%
(-40) between 2020/21 and 2021/22.
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CONTESTED
POSITIONS
Unfortunately, due to data access
limitations, a comparison between the
number of contested positions from
2020/21 and 2021/22 impossible.

STATISTICAL SUMMARY
CONTESTED
POSITIONS
The combined number of contested
races in this academic year totalled 146.
Out of the 464 possible positions, this
means 31% of positions were contested
overall.

Contested Positions
31.5%

Uncontested Positions
68.5%

Postgraduate Contested
22

A huge percentage (85%) of the total
contested positions were
undergraduate positions.

Undergraduate Contested
124

STATISTICAL SUMMARY

Class
Representative
Elections

OVERALL TURNOUT
STATISTICS
Overall voting turnout in this year's Class Rep Elections dropped by 22% (-692).
Overall CR Voting Turnout
3179

2020/21

2487

2021/22
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The percentage decrease in the number of candidates was nearly identical, at 21%
(-117). Unsurprisingly, this supports a strong correlation between the number of
candidates and the number of voters.
Number of Candidates (CR)
546

2020/21

429

2021/22
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It is also worth tracking the ratio of votes per position and the ratio of candidates
per position, as these measures take into account the fluctuation in the number of
positions that occurs year over year. Both measures dropped by 13% in this year’s
Class Rep Elections. Note: Both of these ratios count positions with multiple posts
(e.g. two First Year Rep positions) as just one single position.
Votes Per Position

2020/21

2021/22

10.36

8.98

Candidates Per Position

Difference

-1.36
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2020/21

1.78

2021/22

1.55

Difference

-0.23

OVERALL TURNOUT (UG)
ANALYSIS

There are a significant number of factors that affect the number of voters and the
number of candidates standing for positions.
One of the significant differences between this year and last year is the return of
other face-to-face activities. Many opportunities including participating in student
societies and volunteering were shut down in 2020/21 and being a Class
Representative was one of the few ways students could be involved in University
functions. The resumption of these other activities may have drawn potential Class
Rep candidates away to other commitments.
Though the DoEd was able to brief Directors of Teaching (DoTs) on the Class Rep
Elections, there appeared to be a varied university staff presence supporting
nominations and voting. While a degree of separation encourages students to
maintain control over their democratic structures, staff informing students of the
opportunity to participate by standing or voting could have a positive effect on
turnout.
The Class Rep Elections Communications Plan outlined many of the channels for
outreach available, but a clearer timeline of promotion activities, including who is
responsible for what would make the strategy more effective. (A timeline document
was started this year, but was developed too close to the start of elections; the team
did not have the time to complete the comprehensive timeline or administer it once
elections began).
Despite eased covid restrictions allowing for more face-to-face interactions, inperson presence around the Class Rep Elections could be wider-reaching and
more strategic. Creating a stronger presence in halls, at key events, and in academic
spaces could result in stronger awareness.
One other major limitation was the lack of pre-designed marketing materials for
the Elections. Due to limited staff resources in the Students’ Association, the
Education Executive Team had to create their own graphics and materials at the last
minute. While these were very professional and served their needed purpose, a more
comprehensive set of graphics and marketing materials could improve the overall
look and theme of Class Rep Elections.
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OVERALL TURNOUT (UG)
FUTURE ACTIONS
There are a number of other efforts that the Academic Representation Co-Ordinator
(and other Association staff and officers) could implement in future elections in an
effort to increase the number of candidates and voters, detailed below:
Host a formal training session for Directors of Teaching (DoTs) in each School,
outlining the Class Rep role and election process, assigning them specific action
items to assist in the election.
Action items include: sharing materials with other staff in their schools;
nudging potential candidates; and asking staff to mention the elections during
the first few weeks of term.
Create boosted social media posts with targeted demographics to encourage
online presence about the elections.
Once nominations have ended, send an email out to all candidates encouraging
them to vote and spread the word about elections.
More formally track which Schools have lower candidates and voting numbers to
encourage more outreach and communication.
Design Class Rep Election materials well in-advance of August and create easy to
edit templates to make other materials as needed during the elections.
Work with IT to place a notice/tile on Moodle, promoting the opportunities
available.
Provide email templates for Schools Staff to send out (in addition to School
President communications) about the elections.
Reach out to Academic Societies, encouraging them to nudge their members to
stand and vote in the elections.
Establish a tabling/outdoor physical presence rota (time, place, U StA letters)
complete with tabling/promotional materials.
Prepare standard tabling equipment for Freshers Fayre and other tabling events.
(Include a branded tablecloth and online interest form for students to fill in via QR
or laptop).
Better utilise the Nudge Form’s ‘Election Advocates’ (people who volunteered to
help spread the word about elections) by sending them prepared materials on an
automated basis.
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POSITIONS AND
CANDIDATES
STATISTICS

72%

Positions Filled

72% (246) of the 343 positions available in the Class Representative Elections were
filled. By a margin of just four positions, more filled roles were contested than
uncontested. Overall, more than one third of the undergraduate positions had
contested races (36%).
Note that the statistics in this section treat each individual post as a separate
position, and therefore differ from the ratios in previous sections. (For example, if
there are two First Year Representative Posts, these are counted as two positions in
this section).
Positions Breakdown

Zero Candidates
97

429

Contested Posts
125

29%

36%

35%

Uncontested Posts
121
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POSITIONS AND
CANDIDATES (UG)
ANALYSIS

It is significant that roughly one-third of races are contested, roughly one-third are
uncontested, and that roughly one-third have no candidates. The trend toward
contested and filled races generally indicates general student interest in Class
Representative positions.
In future years, the first priority should be to shrink the percentage of roles without
any candidates. From there, Schools can gradually expand the percentage of
contested positions.
It is worth noting that nearly one third (31%) of all unfilled undergraduate positions
were Sustainability Representative positions. Many of the remaining unfilled positions
were for positions with multiple posts or for specific student populations (for
example, an Evening Degree Rep or module-specific Representatives).
One of the main barriers during the nominations process was the high volume of
matriculation errors. Due to the timing of elections, some students are not fully
registered with the University and therefore appear to be ineligible to stand for
elections. Slightly adjusting the timing of elections might reduce the volume of errors
and allow more candidates to stand without needing to manually add them. (The
process for manual additions also sped up significantly after the portal started
providing instructions on what information the student needed to send to the DoEd
and ARC. This automated error message should be preserved in the future).
Another challenge with the elections portal is that candidates cannot view their
nomination prior to the start of voting; they also do not receive an email or external
confirmation that their nomination has gone through. This resulted in a small number
of candidates not being added in time for the election. Ideally, a confirmation screen
or a way for candidates to view and/or request to edit their nominations could be
added to the portal.
Nominations needed to be extended this year due to an insufficient number of
candidates and the volume of matriculation errors. The two-day extension (into the
weekend) was announced early and was broadly successful at filling a few more roles.
Voting then took place as scheduled on the Monday and Tuesday of Week 2.
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POSITIONS AND
CANDIDATES (UG)
ANALYSIS

Due to the high frequency of messaging, some students stopped responding to
School Presidents’ emails toward the end of the nominations period. A more
definitive communications plan, in which initial emails are sent by School Presidents
and targeted emails about unfilled roles are sent by staff (e.g. a DoT) could draw
more attention to the prepared messaging.
School Presidents are extremely busy during the start of term, which makes
sustained involvement in recruiting representatives especially taxing. Continued
Students’ Association support and additional support from School staff will help
alleviate some of the burdens on School Presidents’ time and allow them to fulfil their
other start of term duties.
One of the successes in recruiting candidates this year was the automated Nudge
Tool, which allowed staff and students to send anonymous encouragement to a
student. The form sent information about the election and role as well as next steps
about how to get involved and anecdotally was well-received. The Nudge Tool also
helped to remove the perception of bias because nudged individuals cannot see who
has encouraged them. This tool should be utilised again in future elections and
expanded if possible.
Asking the School Presidents to review their list of representative positions before
the election also helped to remove unnecessary positions and to cover gaps in the
representation structure.
Thanks to the tremendous efforts of School Presidents, nearly every position with
zero candidates was able to be filled after the election via co-option. Some
positions even needed by-elections because a number of individuals stepped
forward during the co-option process.
Finally, it is important to recognise that all Class Representative Elections were
successfully hosted in one centralised portal. In the past, some School staff have
expressed aversion this model of election, but this year, every School was
cooperative with the process, ensuring that every student had equal chance to stand
and vote for their representatives.
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OVERALL TURNOUT (UG)
FUTURE ACTIONS
Below are a list of efforts that could serve to improve the percentage of contested
positions and reduce the number of unfilled roles:
Nudge the people who served as Class Representatives this year to run again next
year. (This was done for PG Elections but not Class Rep Elections in 2021/22).
Conduct a review of each unfilled role (School by School); the goal should be to
determine reasons why it went unfilled during the election and whether or not the
position could be represented by another student
Set out a communications plan in which School Presidents send out email
messages for the first few days, followed by a staff member for the unfilled roles
toward the end of the nominations cycle to diversify points of contact.
Move the elections timeline to open nominations on a Wednesday, running to the
following Tuesday, with voting occurring on the second Thursday and Friday. This
allows for a one-day buffer for extending the nominations period, while ideally
reducing the need for one.
Create a more intricate Nudge Form, with more personalised messaging for each
School (e.g. including the specific positions available; updating to show which
ones are uncontested).

CLASS REP ELECTIONS

BREAKDOWN BY
SCHOOL
STATISTICS
The comprehensive breakdown of all Class Representative Elections Statistics by
School is included below:
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BREAKDOWN BY
SCHOOL
STATISTICS
Contested Posts
Schools with the highest percentage of
contested posts
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Six Schools/areas had zero contested
posts (Earth and Environmental
Science; Film Studies; International
Education Institute; Modern Languages,
Chinese; Music; and Social
Anthropology).
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67%
62%

Filled Posts
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50

Overall, there were 8 Schools in which
50% or more of available roles went
unfilled.

25

Schools with the highest percentage
of unfilled roles include: Music (85%);
Modern Languages, Spanish (71%);
Divinity (64%); Modern Languages,
Arabic and Persian (60%); and
Economics and Finance (54%).
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Overall, there were 15 Schools filled
80% or more of available roles.

Schools with the highest percentage of filled posts

BREAKDOWN BY
SCHOOL
STATISTICS
Voting Numbers
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Schools with the highest number of votes
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Schools with the lowest number of votes
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Science and Medicine - 1367
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Arts and Divinity - 1040

BREAKDOWN BY SCHOOL
ANALYSIS
Many of the unfilled posts were for highly specific posts (e.g. students in a
particular set of modules, or ‘Mature Students Rep’). Vacant posts in these cases may
be explained by a relatively small number of students being eligible to hold the
position.
On average, the Science & Medicine Schools had a lower percentage of unfilled
roles than the Arts and Divinity Schools (17% in Sci/Med versus 37% in Art/Div).
Roughly 74% of the total number of unfilled roles were in the Arts and Divinity
Faculty. Part of this may be attributed to some Faculty/School Presidents and
Language Convenors being unable to access the elections portal due to logistical or
scheduling problems. While the vast majority of these absences were for legitimate
reasons, there were limited plans in place to share the word to Schools/areas
affected by the absences.
There is a notable correlation between the percentage of contested posts and the
number of votes cast in the Class Representative Elections. There is also a
correlation between a low percentage of unfilled posts and a high number of
votes cast. While neither of these findings are unexpected, the overall trend between
these metrics can begin to be tracked year over year.
36% of the total number of votes came from just five Schools (International
Relations; Medicine; Math and Stats; Biology; and Physics and Astronomy). (867 out of
2407 total votes). Two of these Schools (Medicine and Math & Statistics) sustained
the top ratio of votes per candidate (11:1, nearly six votes per candidate higher than
the undergraduate-wide average). This is especially noteworthy given that neither
School was in the top five Schools for contested positions. This suggests that the
students in these Schools are perhaps more inclined to vote than to stand for
positions and exploring why may help us to engage other non-candidate students in
the voting process.
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BREAKDOWN BY SCHOOL
FUTURE ACTIONS
Consider implementing the following additional support mechanisms to maximize
engagement across Schools:
Encourage all Schools to consider adopting a standard model for Class Rep Roles.
(E.g. two First Year Reps; two Second Year Reps; two Junior Honours Reps; two
Senior Honours Reps; and two Sustainability Reps.)
Set a standard number of students per representative to use as a guideline
for positions. (e.g. If there are fewer than 5 Evening Degree students, another
existing representative could collect feedback from these students rather
than having an entirely different role).
Encourage School Presidents and DoTs to look over the number of students in
each year/programme before elections begin to inform the proper allocation
of positions.
For module, programme, or type (e.g. ‘Evening Degree’) posts, encourage School
Presidents and DoTs to make specific outreach to that cohort of students to
encourage candidate (and voter) participation in those posts.
The Education Executive Team should design action plans for Schools with lower
metrics (low percentage contested positions; high percentage of unfilled roles;
low number of votes) before the start of next year’s elections.
Strategy sessions with the Director of Teaching, School President/Language
Convenor, and other relevant staff during the June transition period could
inform these action plans.
The Education Executive Team should also put in place backup communications
strategies to cover any gaps in support during elections. For example, if a School
President or Language Convenor is unavailable or missing during the start of the
nominations period, the Faculty President and Academic Representation CoOrdinator could step in to send communications via the DoT and Department
Admin.
Sharing the statistics in this report may encourage some School Presidents to
continue their great work and may inspire others to improve their statistics in the
following years.
The Education Executive Team (and/or Academic Representation Co-Ordinator)
should meet with the Schools with top metrics (high percentage contested
positions; low percentage of unfilled roles; high number of votes) in each faculty
in order to assess best practices and recommendations to create support
models for other Schools.
The Education Executive Team should also meet with Schools that have a high
number of votes per candidate as a part of this effort.
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
The Academic Representation Co-Ordinator created an Elections Communications
Plan shortly before nominations opened in September, 2021. This plan was split into
three major time periods for promotion: (1) Pre-Nominations; (2) Nominations Period;
(3) Voting Period. Under each time period, the plan detailed communications
channels in three main categories (electronic, people-based, and in-person) for
promotion.
The Communications Plan outlined the method, content, lead, and date for each
possible channel that interfaces students about the Class Representative Elections.
Given the short timeline between the Academic Representation Co-Ordinator’s
employment start-date and the opening of nominations, the plan was not as
comprehensive as it could be, nor was every recommended communication strategy
able to be implemented.
The sections below outline the relative success of the strategies attempted to
promote the election, including suggestions for the future.

STRATEGIES ACTIONED
Using materials designed by the Director of Education, Facebook and Instagram
posts went up at all stages of the election (Pre-Nominations; Nominations Period;
Voting Period). These were helpful in reaching a wide range of students in a simple
and visually appealing format. The University Instagram takeovers saw especially
strong engagement and provided a format for students to ask questions about the
election. School Presidents also changed over their profile pictures to promote the
elections, which was also effective.
However, few of the regular posts received many shares, likes, or views; none were
boosted with paid advertising. The timeline for these posts was also rather hurried
(few were pre-scheduled) and not as strategic as they could have been. Increased
sharing from Schools, Academic Departments, Student Services, and other units
would strengthen the social media presence.
The Students’ Association website as also utilised well at all stages of the election.
Banners with links on the homepage, as well as a dedicated Class Rep Elections
webpage were effective hubs to provide students with information.
The use of email at a variety of levels was one of the other primary communication
tools at all stages.This varied from undergraduate-wide emails sent from the
Students’ Association, to submitting a post on In the Loop. The most effective
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
STRATEGIES ACTIONED
messages came from School Presidents and Language Convenors, who sent schoolspecific information to their specific cohorts. A memo to undergraduate students
and staff was also sent about the elections.
Email could be more effectively utilized in the future by including graphics/images
and slightly more visually-appealing text. The In the Loop message should be sent
early (perhaps as a featured edition, if collaboration can occur early enough) to make
Class Rep Elections the headline of the programme rather than one item on a long list.
Finally, there was little way of tracking what communications School Presidents had
sent. Creating more regular check-ins with the School Presidents during Class Rep
Elections could ensure consistency of messaging.
The Academic Representation Co-Ordinator reached out to Student Services to ask
the Wardenal Team to share information about the election with students in halls of
residence. This ultimately meant that the Wardens were informed of the dates of the
election, were given promotional materials (graphics), and were asked to share
Facebook posts.
The Associate Director of Student Services was happy and helpful in sharing election
information. However, the impact this singular email had was unclear; a brief face-toface meeting with the Wardens might also be effective.
The Director of Education gave a brief to all Directors of Teaching about the
elections at a regularly scheduled check-in. This overview was well-received and
resulted in a few Nudges being submitted. A one-page information sheet was
circulated electronically during this meeting, which provided graphics, links, and
specific action requests.
While this step should absolutely be repeated, the Director of Education/ARC should
ask for specific help from the DoTs in the meeting itself. Follow up emails should be
sent to Directors of Teaching in lower-engaged Schools to ensure that action
requests are being implemented.
The Academic Representation Intern prepared a press release covering the elections
that was sent out to The Saint Newspaper.
The news about Class Rep Elections does not appear to have been published by the
Saint. The number of readers/viewers of The Saint online appears to be relatively low.
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
STRATEGIES ACTIONED
The implementation of a Nudge Tool that generated automated emails to potentialcandidates was also highly effective. It was helpful to have personalised emails sent
without supervision, and a space to allow staff, students, and representatives
anonymously encourage students to stand as candidates.
The Nudge Tool was not utilised at all during the voting period, nor were the ‘Election
Advocates’ (people who voluntarily opted to support the elections while filling out the
form) utilised at all.
The Academic Representation table at Fresher’s Fayre was also an effective means
of reaching students. The DoEd and other leadership used the ‘U St A’ letters at a
handful of other tabling events as well. Tabling saw high levels of activity and
engagement and generated significant interest in being a Class Representative.
The lack of tabling materials and electronic interest forms may have diminished some
of the effect tabling could have had. Additionally, the dates and times for tabling were
scheduled quite close to the actual election. More volunteers could have spread the
load if tabling had been planned further in advance.
The Education Executive Team put up posters in a variety of locations, such as the
library, the Students’ Association, and in some Academic Schools.
A comprehensive list of places where posters could be taken, would maximize
visibility. Additionally, posters went up halfway through the nominations period, which
meant that they only had partial visibility.
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
STRATEGIES NOT ACTIONED
Unfortunately, some elements of the action plan were not able to be implemented.
Posts were not made for the Students’ Association Twitter, nor did the Association
make/utilise a Tik Tok account to promote the election. Few undergraduate students
seem to engage with Twitter, which meant not much was lost by prioritising other
communications channels. However, the length of time it would take to create and
schedule three simple Twitter posts would be low. Tik Tok remains underexplored and
perhaps future Academic Representation Interns could determine if this method
would be viable.
Though the Education Executive Team reached out to IT Services, Moodle was not
able to be utilised in time for the election. In theory, the goal with Moodle would be to
push out a notification or to display a block/banner with information about the Class
Representative Elections. IT did not seem unwilling to consider this request; however,
IT would need more time (e.g. July) to be able to prepare something on Moodle.
No pages on the University Website were created or updated to promote the Class
Representative Elections. This should be a very low priority update for the future, and
any information should be minimal (i.e. just a link to the relevant Union webpage).
The Education Executive Team did not create a timeline or schedule of expectations
for School Presidents to engage in any in-person promotion of the election. This
could include tabling, hosting events/information sessions in Schools, or speaking to
staff/students in modules. While this could be very effective in the future, no
expectation of in-person activity should be set during the pandemic.
The use of video was limited and could be expanded in future years. The
communications plan suggested sending a specific video to Directors of Teaching,
but creating a specific video would be unnecessary. Instead, one simple video
detailing the role of Class Rep and the Election process could be sent to all
stakeholders.
Academic Societies were not engaged in the promotion of elections. In the future,
societies could help by informing members of the election timeline and process and
could send in Nudges to members.
Relatedly, Academic Societies were not asked to help with get out the vote (GOTV)
efforts, such as tabling or hosting events like a candidate debate. This partnership, if
developed, could be effective in the future but should not be high priority.
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
STRATEGIES NOT ACTIONED
Due to the covid-19 pandemic as well as the Association’s commitment to
sustainability, no flyers were printed to promote the election. The appropriateness of
this communication method needs to be evaluated in future years, but probably
should not be a primary channel.
School and department administrators/secretaries could have been sent
information about the election, in addition to Directors of Teaching and School
Presidents. The administrators could have been helpful as another touchpoint of
contact for students about the elections and may have sent in some nudges as well.
No email confirmation or request to vote was sent out to candidates after
nominations closed. This could have encouraged a few more voters to engage had we
asked candidates to tell their friends to vote for them.
The Education Executive Team also did not host any tabling or other in-person
events during the voting period. After several weeks of heavy lifting, the team did not
have the time or energy for any post-nominations campus engagement. Creating a
stronger in-person presence around voting may have a positive effect, if additional
volunteers can be solicited.
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
FUTURE ACTIONS
Building off of this year’s communication plan, the following action items will aid in the
promotion of Class Rep Elections in future years:
Create an informational video explaining the Class Rep position, elections, and
undergraduate representation system
Create a more formal/robust social media plan, including pre-scheduled posts
and boosted posts. Formally ask School Presidents, Schools, and other University
units/departments to share our posts about the election.
Additionally, explore other Social Media platforms, including Tik Tok and
Snapchat.
Include a list of all Class Rep positions for the year on the Students’ Association
Website.
Collaborate with University Communications to create a featured edition of In the
Loop during Class Rep Elections. (Begin work on this in July).
Host regular check-ins with the School Presidents to discuss the election
promotion strategies they have employed so far. Ask what support might be
needed.
Submit a second university memo during the voting period (not just the initial one
detailing nominations).
Ask Directors of Teaching to share information about elections with staff prior to
the nominations period. Follow up during nominations and voting to ensure that
DoTs are following through on action requests.
Write out a list of places to hang posters and ensure that they are printed and
distributed the week leading up to nominations.
Draft and schedule Twitter posts for Pre-Nominations, Nominations, and Voting.
Send out elections information as well as a request for Nudges to School
administrators/secretaries.
Explore the possibility of IT pushing out Class Rep Election graphics on all
University Desktop screensavers
Explore additional physical promotional materials, such as banners, flyers, and
displays.
Work with each School President and Director of Teaching to create a rota of
announcements about the Class Representative Elections in each module during
nominations week.
Work with Warden/Halls team to present about Elections on each floor/hall and to
distribute promotional materials like posters with QR codes. Have a brief
informational meeting with the Wardens to provide an overview of the Elections
and to make specific asks for assistance.

CLASS REP ELECTIONS

COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
FUTURE ACTIONS
After nominations have closed, email all standing candidates informing them of
the upcoming voting period and encouraging them to spread the word about the
vote. (Also briefly explain elections rules and that they are not required or
expected to formally campaign).
In addition to a communications plan, create a timeline for all promotion
during elections, so information can be organised chronologically as well as by
medium.
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Postgraduate
Representative
Elections

OVERALL TURNOUT
STATISTICS
Overall voting turnout in this year’s Postgraduate Rep Elections increased by 684%
(+390). Note: this increase can largely be explained by the addition of PGT Reps,
which were previously elected alongside the Undergraduate Class Reps.
Overall PG Voting Turnout
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The 308% percentage increase in the number of candidates (+77) is largely due to
the PGT Rep positions being including in 2021/22, but not in 2020/21.
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More accurately, we can track the ratio of votes per position and the ratio of
candidates per position. The number of votes per position increased to just over four
per position, while the number of candidates per position averaged slightly less than
one.
Votes Per Position

2020/21

1.78

2021/22

4.10

Difference

+2.32
(+230%)
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Candidates Per Position
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Difference

+0.16
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OVERALL TURNOUT (PG)
ANALYSIS
As previously stated, comparisons between last year’s Postgraduate Elections and
this year’s Postgraduate Elections are near impossible, considering the vast structural
differences between the elections.
However, we can use the PGR and PGT President races as an approximate gauge of
overall turnout for each demographic.
There were 116 total votes cast in the PGR President race, which was open only to
current Postgraduate Research students. This number is just more than double the
total number of PGR voters from last year (57)- a significant increase in
engagement.
There were 133 total votes cast in the PGT President race, which was only open to
current Postgraduate Taught students. We do not have a direct comparison to last
year’s PGT turnout and therefore no direct conclusions can be drawn. Noting that
overall turnout (between both sets of elections last year and both sets of elections
this year) decreased this year, it is possible that PGT engagement in elections
decreased in 2021/22 as a result of the new structure.
The major challenge to turnout is the timing of Postgraduate Elections. While the
revised timeline worked well for PGR students, it was difficult to capture the
attention of PGT students, who were already four weeks into the semester by the
time nominations had opened.
Another factor is the lack of centralised spaces reserved for postgraduate students.
While some Schools and departments have PG-specific lounges and offices,
coordinating access to those spaces was not possible on the short timeline prior to
elections. The three main centralized PG spaces available at the time of elections
were Martyr’s Kirk Library, the PG Lounge in Butts Wynd, and PG Halls. All three of
these spaces could be more effectively utilized in the future.
Another challenge to PG Election engagement is the relatively small team
responsible for coordinating elections. The PG Academic Convenor and Academic
Representation Co-Ordinator led most of the promotion efforts, aided by the
Academic Representation Intern and DoEd when possible. This meant that the
leadership had to rely much more on department administrators and teaching
staff than in undergraduate elections.

POSTGRADUATE REP ELECTIONS

OVERALL TURNOUT (PG)
ANALYSIS
As covered in the Class Rep Elections section on Turnout, the PG Elections also could
have benefited from a clearer timeline for communications and promotions, as well
as pre-designed marketing materials from the Students’ Association.
Several factors contributed to the increase in PGR turnout and engagement, including
clearer collaboration with School Staff. New techniques, such as the creation of
template emails and messages for Schools to distribute to their postgraduates were
effective means of communicating at a more local level. On the whole, administrative
staff were extremely happy to assist with recruiting postgraduate representatives
and encouraging turnout.
Learning from the Class Rep Elections, the PG Academic Convenor and the Academic
Representation Co-Ordinator improved outreach to Academic Societies and
Election Advocates identified through the Nudge Tool. The centralised elections
webpage and University Instagram takeovers were also effective ways of sharing
information with postgraduates.
Finally, the efforts of the Postgraduate Academic Convenor cannot go without
substantial commendation. Before PG Elections even began, the Convenor was
promoting them at welcoming events and fora, encouraging candidates and voters to
participate in the new system. The partnerships with St Leonards College, the
Provost’s Office, and the Directors of Postgraduate Studies that the PG Academic
Convenor created were invaluable to securing the help and resources needed to run
the elections.
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OVERALL TURNOUT (PG)
FUTURE ACTIONS
There are a number of other efforts that the Academic Representation Co-Ordinator
(and other Association staff and officers) could implement in future elections in an
effort to increase the number of candidates and voters, detailed below:
Review and consider the best possible timeline for PGT Elections. This review will
need to be heavily informed by a parallel reflection on the revisions to the PG
Representation System that took place at the beginning of this Academic Year.
Build more anticipation and communication with Postgraduate Taught students at
the beginning of the semester, encouraging them to think about PG Elections
coming further in the semester.
Meet with the library, postgraduate halls team, and the Provost’s office to
collaborate about university-wide advertisement of elections and building a more
visible, widespread presence around nominations and voting.
Host a formal training session for Directors of Postgraduate Research and
Directors of Postgraduate Taught (DoPGRs and DoPGTs) in each School, outlining
the Representative role and election process, assigning them specific action
items to assist in the election.
Action items include: sharing materials with other staff in their schools;
nudging potential candidates; and asking staff to mention the elections during
the start of term.
Boost social media posts with targeted demographics in advance of the elections.
Design Postgraduate Rep Election materials well in-advance of August and create
easy to edit templates to make other materials as needed during the elections.
Work with IT to place a notice/tile on Moodle, promoting the opportunities
available.
More formally track which Schools have fewer candidates and lower voting
numbers to encourage more outreach and communication before the election
begins.

POSTGRADUATE REP ELECTIONS

POSITIONS AND
CANDIDATES
STATISTICS

61%

Positions Filled

74 (61%) of the 121 posts available in the Postgraduate Representative Elections were
filled. Of these, 26 positions were contested. This equates to just over a third of the
number of filled roles (35%) and approximately 21% of the total available posts.
Note that the statistics in this section treat each individual post as a separate
position, and therefore differ from the ratios in the Introduction section. (For
example, if there are two PGT Representative Posts, these are counted as two
positions in this section).
Positions Breakdown
429

Zero Candidates
47

Contested Posts
26

21%
39%

40%

Uncontested Posts
48

By (imperfect) comparison, just five positions were contested in the 2020/21 PGR
Rep Elections.
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POSITIONS AND
CANDIDATES (PG)
ANALYSIS
While anecdotal evidence suggests that postgraduates are significantly harder to
engage than undergraduates, the statistics on positions filled, contested, and
unfilled indicate that the gap is much smaller between postgraduate and
undergraduate participation. When we compare the percentage of filled roles,
postgraduates were within 11% of undergraduates (at 61% filled and 72% filled
respectively). The difference in percentage of contested races sits at 15% (21% for
postgraduates and 36% for undergraduates); while there is significant room for
improvement, this not an unachievable gap to close.
Without the help of the School Presidents, the majority of the messaging to generate
candidates came from School administrators and staff. This had both a positive and
negative effect on recruitment, as engagement from staff varied widely by School.
When staff were engaged and enthusiastic, candidate numbers and contested
positions reflected their efforts. However, some staff did not pass on our prepared
messaging at all, which made it difficult for us to engage with postgraduate students
within that School. In such cases, the School Presidents were willing to step in to help.
However, support from undergraduate volunteers should not be required to fill
postgraduate roles.
The majority of unfilled roles in each School (excluding Sustainability Reps) were
for Postgraduate Taught positions and/or were programme specific. This may
indicate a dip in PGT interest, as some PGTs may have other commitments by Week
4/5 of the semester- thus decreasing their interest in standing for a representative
position.
The timeline for PG Representative Elections did not allow for any extension of the
nominations period. (Nominations ran from Thursday to the following Wednesday,
with two days of voting on Thursday and Friday.) It is unclear how large of an effect
extending nominations might have had on increasing the number of candidates,
though a small buffer with which to contact Schools’ staff may be helpful.
Unfortunately, at the postgraduate level, co-options for unfilled positions were not
nearly as successful. Getting responses from DoPGxs in order to secure
postgraduate volunteers was difficult in all but a handful of cases. Wherever possible,
posts should be filled by election rather than co-option in the Postgraduate
Representative Elections.

POSTGRADUATE REP ELECTIONS

POSITIONS AND
CANDIDATES (PG)
ANALYSIS
On the positive side, the Nudge Tool was even more effective for the Postgraduate
Class Rep Elections that it was in the Undergraduate Elections. Specified templates
for each of the major positions sent tailored information to nudged postgraduates
and the form saw high levels of engagement. Over 162 Nudges were sent in the
Postgraduate Elections (just 94 fewer than in the Class Rep Elections, which are
approximately five times as large).
The Academic Representation Co-Ordinator checked the status of all of last year’s
PGR Reps to see if they were eligible to stand again for election. Those that were
eligible were sent a Nudge, encouraging them to stand again. Closer to the close of
nominations, the former Reps whose positions were still remained vacant were sent
an additional follow up.
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CANDIDATES AND
POSITIONS (PG)
FUTURE ACTIONS
Below are a list of efforts that could serve to improve the percentage of contested
positions and reduce the number of unfilled roles:
Review positions in each School with Directors of Postgraduate Research and
Directors of Postgraduate Taught prior to the start of the election.
Consider the implementation of a standard model for postgraduate
representative positions within each School (for example, one general PGR Rep
and two general PGT Reps by default). This framework can be adapted based on
School needs, the number of students enrolled, and other considerations.
Meet with the Provost/DoPGTs/DoPGRs to set out clear expectations for
Postgraduate Elections messaging. Ask the Provost to set expectations for staff
involvement, coupled with commitments for support from the Students’
Association. (It is also worth explaining to staff the value of having active PG
Representatives and the impact this has on processes like quality review).
Move the elections timeline to open nominations on a Wednesday, running to the
following Tuesday, with voting occurring on Thursday and Friday. This allows for a
one-day buffer for extending the nominations period, while ideally reducing the
need for one.
If nominations are extended, plan to schedule calls with specific DoPGxs and
administrators in Schools with many vacant/uncontested positions. (Make it clear
to staff that they will need to assist in the co-option of any unfilled role).
Gathering more specific staff involvement before the vote will have the dual
benefit of reducing the number of co-options and will increase voter turnout.

BREAKDOWN BY
SCHOOL
STATISTICS
The comprehensive breakdown of all Postgraduate Representative Election statistics
by School is included below:
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STATISTICS
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Twelve Schools/areas had zero
contested posts (Chemistry, Divinity,
Earth and Environmental Science,
English, Film Studies, Geography and
Sustainable Development, Math and
Statistics, Medicine, Philosophy, Physics
and Astronomy, Social Anthropology,
and TESOL).
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Filled Posts
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Unfortunately, due to portal configuration, data on the number of votes per
School is unavailable for the Postgraduate Representative Elections.
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BREAKDOWN BY SCHOOL
(PG)
ANALYSIS
Many of the positions that went without candidates fell into one of the following
categories: Sustainability Rep position (discussed in its own section); programme
specific position (e.g. MLitt in History of Photography Rep); or were for a specific
demographic (e.g. Distance Learning Rep).
Several of the positions that went unfilled were due to programme size; there were
some cases in which no students were enrolled in a programme with a representative
post still available and open to be contested. The lack of a pre-election review of
positions with DoPGxs made it difficult to determine which roles were necessary
and extraneous.
48% of all candidates came from just four areas: School of Management; School of
International Relations; Postgraduate Executives; and the Graduate School. These
high candidate numbers correlate to a perceived high level of staff involvement in
these Schools (excluding the Postgraduate Executives, which saw high engagement
because they were open to all postgraduate students).
The School of Computer Science recruited candidates to contest all three of their
positions- a feat that no other School achieved in either Election.
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BREAKDOWN BY SCHOOL
(PG)
FUTURE ACTIONS
Consider implementing the following additional support mechanisms to maximize
engagement across Schools:
Meet with DoPGRs and DoPGTs over the summer (August) to review their list of
representative positions. (To remove any that are no longer relevant or have too
small a cohort; make any additions/changes required)
Establish a standard number of students per representative to use as a guideline
for all Representative positions. (Separate metrics for PGT and PGR Reps may be
appropriate).
Meet with the DoPGR and DoPGT in Computer Science to evaluate how they
achieved their remarkable 100% contested positions statistic.
The Education Executive Team should design action plans for Schools with lower
metrics (low percentage contested positions; high percentage of unfilled roles)
before the start of next year’s elections.
Strategy sessions with the Director of Teaching, School President/Language
Convenor, and other relevant staff during the June transition period could
inform these action plans.
For module, programme, or type (e.g. ‘Distance Learning’) posts, encourage
Schools Staff to conduct specific outreach to that cohort of students to
encourage candidate (and voter) participation in those posts.
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
The Academic Representation Co-Ordinator created an Elections Communications
Plan specific to the Postgraduate Elections before nominations opened in October,
2021. This plan was split into three major time periods for promotion: (1) PreNominations; (2) Nominations Period; (3) Voting Period. Under each time period, the
plan detailed communications channels in three main categories (electronic, peoplebased, and in-person) for promotion.
The Communications Plan outlined the method, content, lead, and date for each
possible channel that interfaces students about the Postgraduate Representative
Elections. Although not every recommended communication strategy was
implemented, many more strategies were employed after learning from the
undergraduate Class Rep Elections in September.
The sections below outline the relative success of the strategies attempted to
promote the election, including suggestions for the future.

STRATEGIES ACTIONED
Using materials designed by the Director of Education, Facebook and Instagram posts
went up at all stages of the election (Pre-Nominations; Nominations Period; Voting
Period). These were helpful in reaching a wide range of students in a simple and visually
appealing format. The University Instagram takeovers saw postgraduate engagement
and provided a format for students to ask questions about the election. Social media
posts also went out on the Postgraduate Society pages and Twitter.
Post engagement (as measured by shares, likes, and views) was low and none of the
posts were boosted with paid advertising. The timeline for these posts was also rather
hurried (few were pre-scheduled) and not as strategic as they could have been.
Increased sharing from Schools, Academic Departments, Student Services, and other
units would strengthen the social media presence.
The Students’ Association website as also utilised well at all stages of the election.
Banners with links on the homepage, as well as a dedicated Postgraduate Rep Elections
webpage were effective hubs to provide students with information.
Email communications were better prepared than in the undergraduate elections,
with templates being prepared for School Staff (both secretaries/admin and DoPGxs).
The major emails sent out by Schools during nominations included: the initial
announcement; a notice of unfilled roles; and a final reminder of the close of
nominations.
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
STRATEGIES ACTIONED
Emails to candidates reminding them to vote were also sent out. A postgraduate
Memo was also sent out about Elections.
Email could be more effectively utilized in the future by including graphics/images
and slightly more visually-appealing text. Additionally, there was little way of tracking
what communications School staff had sent out. Ensuring that all emails sent from
School Staff carbon-copy the Postgraduate Academic Convenor would ensure
consistency of messaging.
The Academic Representation Co-Ordinator reached out to Student Services to ask
the Wardenal Team to share information about the election with those living in
Postgraduate halls. The Wardens were sent the election dates, promotional materials
(graphics), and social media posts.
The Associate Director of Student Services was happy and helpful in sharing election
information. However, the impact of this singular email was unclear; a brief face-toface meeting with the Wardens might also have been effective.
The Postgraduate Academic Convenor gave a briefing to all Directors of
Postgraduate Research and Directors of Postgraduate Taught about the elections
at a regularly scheduled check-in. This overview was well-received and more
information was circulated to them electronically following the meeting (including
graphics, links, and specific action requests.)
While this step should absolutely be repeated, the PG Academic Convenor/ARC
should ask for specific help from the DoPGxs in the meeting itself. Follow up emails
should be sent to DoPGxs in lower-engaged Schools to ensure that action requests
are being implemented.
The implementation of a Nudge Tool that generated automated emails to potentialcandidates was also highly effective. It was helpful to have personalised emails sent
without supervision, and a space to allow staff, students, and representatives
anonymously encourage students to stand as candidates.
The Nudge Tool was utilised during the voting period to send a message to ‘Election
Advocates’ (people who voluntarily opted to support the elections while filling out the
form).
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
STRATEGIES ACTIONED
This feature of the Tool could still be expanded and better utilized in the future.
The Education Executive Team put up posters in a variety of locations, such as
Martyr’s Kirk, the Students’ Association, the Old Burgh School, and in some Academic
Schools.
A comprehensive list of places where posters could be taken, would maximize
visibility. Additionally, posters went up halfway through the nominations period, which
meant that they only had partial visibility.
A video overviewing the changes to the Postgraduate Representation System and
how to get involved aired on Facebook during the nominations period. Despite the
high quality of the content, this video had only 285 views. Perhaps a shorter video
(~30 seconds to a minute) could be created in the future and could be boosted to
receive more views.
School Presidents were asked to submit Nudges, which resulted in a some of
candidates stepping forward. They also helped by putting information about
Postgraduate Elections in their regular all-School emails. Academic Societies were
also emailed about the election, though few Nudges seemed to be generated from
this request.
St Leonard’s College promoted the elections during their regular drop-in coffee
hours at the Old Burgh School. In the future, the PG Academic Convenor could attend
these sessions to provide more information about the election to attendees.
Returning PGT/PGR Representatives were sent Nudges by the Academic
Representation Co-Ordinator.
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
STRATEGIES NOT ACTIONED
Unfortunately, some elements of the action plan were not able to be implemented.
The Education Executive Team did not reach out to IT Services about Moodle
utilization during the election. In theory, the goal with Moodle would be to push out a
notification or to display a tile/banner with information about the Postgraduate
Representative Elections.
No pages on the University Website were created or updated to promote the
Postgraduate Representative Elections. This should be a very low priority update for
the future, and any information should be minimal (i.e. just a link to the relevant Union
webpage).
Due to the covid-19 pandemic as well as the Association’s commitment to
sustainability, no flyers were printed to promote the election. The appropriateness of
this communication method needs to be evaluated in future years, but probably
should not be a primary channel.
The Education Executive Team also did not host any tabling or other in-person
events during the nominations or voting period. This was primarily due to the lack of
dedicated Postgraduate spaces.
Though a request was submitted, no “In the Loop” promotion was included in the
weekly university newsletter. This request should be sent early (perhaps as a
featured edition, if collaboration can occur early enough) to make Postgraduate Rep
Elections a headline of the programme.
No press release was sent out to The Saint or other newspapers.
Social media posts highlighting the successes of past Postgraduate
Representatives were not prepared or sent out. Social media posts were also not
sent to other university units (like St Leonards) to share on their pages.
Posters were not hung up in PG Halls in time for the election. No promotion was
conducted in PG Lounges/Offices in Schools, which could be a stronger way of
reaching postgraduates in future elections.
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
FUTURE ACTIONS
Building off of this year’s communication plan, the following action items will aid in the
promotion of Class Rep Elections in future years:
Create a short informational video explaining the PG Rep positions, elections, and
representation system
Create a more formal/robust social media plan, including pre-scheduled posts
and boosted posts. Formally ask School Presidents, Schools, and other University
units/departments to share our posts about the election.
Create and send out social media posts highlighting the work of one or two past
Postgraduate Representatives.
Include a list of all PG Rep positions for the year on the Students’ Association
Website.
Collaborate with University Communications to create a featured edition of In the
Loop during PG Rep Elections. (Begin work on this in July).
Submit a second university memo during the voting period.
Ask DoPGxs to share information about elections with staff prior to the
nominations period. Follow up during nominations and voting to ensure that
DoPGxs are following through on action requests.
Write out a list of places to hang posters and ensure that they are printed and
distributed the week leading up to nominations.
Establish a tabling/outdoor physical presence rota (time, place, U StA letters)
complete with tabling/promotional materials for PG Elections.
Work with IT to push out a Moodle announcement or tile on the home screens.
Explore the possibility of IT pushing out graphics on all University Desktop
screensavers
Explore procuring physical promotional materials, such as banners, flyers, and
displays. Additionally, explore the possibilities and options for in-person
promotion in spaces like Martyr’s Kirk (via passive content displays or similar).
Explore the possibility of hanging posters or putting flyers in School-based offices
and lounges for postgraduates.
Attend drop-in coffee hours at the Old Burgh School to talk about the elections.
Work with each School Staff to create a rota of announcements about the PG
Representative Elections in each PGT module during nominations week.
Work with Warden/Halls team to present about Elections on each postgraduate
floor/hall and to distribute promotional materials like posters with QR codes. Have
a brief informational meeting with the Wardens.
In addition to a communications plan, create a timeline for all promotion
during elections, so information can be organised chronologically as well as by
medium.
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Undergraduate Sustainability Rep Posts
Contested Races
10

19%

No Candidates
30

58%
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23%
Uncontested Races
12
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Postgraduate Sustainability Rep Posts
Contested Races
3

13.5%
13.5%
73%

No Candidates
16
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Uncontested Races
3

SUMMARY OF DATA
STATISTICS
Combined UG + PG Sustainability Rep Posts

Contested Races
13

18%

62%

20%

No Candidates
46

Uncontested Races
15

In total, 28 out of the 74 School Sustainability Representative posts were filled during
both elections- roughly 38% of the total positions available.
Just under half (13/28) of these posts were contested positions (18% of the total
available posts).

SUSTAINABILITY REP ELECTIONS

SUMMARY OF DATA
ANALYSIS
The elections for School Sustainability Representative posts were much more ‘feast
and famine’ than the general Class Rep elections. At the undergraduate level, eight
Schools were able to fill both posts, while nine Schools were unable to fill either
(leaving just five Schools that filled one post but not the other).
The majority of Schools that were able to fill both roles also had contested races.
When there is interest in Sustainability Rep roles, the level of interest appears to be
high. However, in the areas where interest is low, the positions go unfilled.
11 out of the 30 unfilled undergraduate Sustainability Rep Roles were able to be filled
via co-option, leaving 19 posts vacant overall. It appears that some Schools (for
example, Film Studies, Economics and Finance, or Music) might not have students
who are interested in the positions at all.
At the postgraduate level, none of the vacant Sustainability Rep Roles were able to be
filled via co-option, leaving more than 2/3 of the Sustainability Rep positions vacant.
Half of the posts that were filled were contested positions, however, suggesting some
interest in the six Schools that did see engagement in terms of candidates.
Information about the School Sustainability Representative Role was included in all
promotional materials advertising the election, including social media, the website,
and email updates. The university’s Sustainability Co-Ordinator also conducted
additional outreach during the election in order to help fill the posts.
Additional collaboration between the Academic Representation team and the
Sustainability Co-Ordinator, including a more clear division of responsibilities (with
regard to the election) may have helped generate a more cohesive communications
strategy to fill the roles.
Given the peaks and valleys in interest for the Sustainability Rep positions, a strategy
to determine the best allocation of positions and method of election or appointment
might be helpful. This was the first year that Sustainability Representatives were
included in Class and Postgraduate Rep Elections; the idea to recruit three Reps per
School (two UG, one PG) was intended to be a trial-structure, and the data gathered
from this year’s elections can help inform the future of these roles.
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SUSTAINABILITY REPS
FUTURE ACTIONS
The following suggestions may strengthen participation with Sustainability
Representative positions:
Host a joint review between the Sustainability Co-Ordinator and Academic
Representation Leadership to create a strategy for SSR positions in the future.
Consider the following options regarding unfilled roles:
Reducing the number of Undergraduate positions from two down to one for
Schools that did not fill both positions.
Restructuring the Postgraduate Sustainability Rep positions to be university
wide (e.g. two for PGT and one for PGR) rather than by School
Consider moving back to an appointment/interview-based selection process
for some/all Schools
Create a broader promotion and engagement strategy specific to Sustainability
Representative positions.
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